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Previous to this season the Antarctic sea

p oast •fr..apa. Coibeok to Charoot Island; , has

ben seldom seen" and only once visited. From

James Cook in. 1774 to., the USCGC ESTVUIND in
1958; many ships had approached the area, but
all had been stopped by impenetrable ioe.

On 30 December 1946, a flying boat from
the USS PINE ISLAND crashed near the Thurston
Peninsula. A few days later, another plane
picked up the survivors. That was all. The
seals and sea birds continued their immemorial
routine undisturbed by the presence of man.
Recently, two expeditions have stood upon
these little known shores. One approached
overland from Byrd Station, traveling- . in Snooats and resupplied by air. The other came
from the sea aboard the icebreakers GLACIER
and BURTON ISLAND. Both were triumphs of
contemporary technology and would have been
impossible even twenty years ago.
The traverse party reached the shore to
the east of Mount Siple and saw before it "a
beautiful sky and open water as far as eye
The ships believed the Thurston
oouldseè.
Peninsula to be really an island. This issue
of theBu11etin contains brief accounts of
these rem ar kable accomplishments. For the
scientists both expeditions will return with
precious materials. Their impact on Antarctic geography was summarized in the advice received from the ship group commander, Captain
E.A. McDonald, to discard all existing maps.
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BELLINGSHAUSEN SEA EXPEDITION
- ------ •J-_--At almost midnicht, on 16 February, the ships of Task Unit 43.1.3
achieved the coal of a.ia4fafl on the nrtheast coast of the Thurston Pe-ninsula in the Bellingshausen Sea.

There was thus achieved one of Adira1 Byrd's longheld objectives.
He had on numerous occasions probed the area by ship, and expeditions
under- .'.'his direction in 1940 and 1947 had first seen this ice-looked
sho'e1ine from the air. Among his la$t suggestions to the Secretary
of Defense for our Antarótio program was a stronç1y worded recommendation that we should' penetrate the area with ioebreakers.
BACKGROUND
• On entering the Bellingshausen Sea, Captain E. A. LioDonaJ.d led
his ships into an area made illustrious by some of the greatest names
in Antarctic history. GLACIER and BURTON ISLAND followed a route
close-by that of Captain 'James Cook, the celebrated British navigator, who, on 30 January 1774, reached a point 71°10 1 S, 106054'
before ice turned him back. Forty-seven years later, the groat
Russian sailor, Admiral Thaddeus von Bellingshausen, sailed the top
of the sea which now bears his name, and sighted Peter I and Alexander I Islands. In March 1839, the sloop-of-war, Peacock, LT
t1i11iwn L. Hudson commanding, one of the ships of the United States
Exploring Expedition under LT Charles Ililkes, reached 68°S,95°W.
During the next century everal expeditions touched on the area.
The Belgioa, under Lit. Adrien dé Gerlaohe of the Belgian Navy, with
Roald Amundsen as first mate,., was caught in the ice February 1898
and drifted for a year befor& it was freed. There were others; the
Frenchman, Dr. Joan Charoot in 1910; Sir Hubert 17ilkins, who made
the first airplane flights: over the area in 1929 and 1930; Admiral
Byrd in 1940 and 1941, who from the air discovered the Thurston
Peninsula; Norwegian whalers; and the ships of the British Discovery Committee.

Most of the United States' previous knowledge came from Operation
HIGHJW.IP (1946-47) 1 which assigned a seaplane tender, under Captain
George J. Dufek, to carry out an aerial reconnaissance of the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas. Several successful photographic flights
were made. On one flight, however, a plane crashed in the vicinity
of the Thurston Peninsula. The survivors, who were picked up a few
days later, were the first men ever to set foot on this inhospitable
coast.
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DEEP FREEZE operations have seen two efforts to penetrate the
Bellingshausen Sea. The first was by USS ATKA in 1955, on an at.tempt to reach the Thurston Peninsula. The second occurred on DEEP
FREEZE III. tJSCGC VJESTVJIND?irst entered the pack close to Charoot
Island but was almost immediately stopped by heavy toe. A second
penetration at 67°05 1 S, 81 0 05 1 Vi likewise proved unsuccessful. A
planned attempt by USS GLACIER during DEEP FREEZE IV was cancelled
when that ship was ordered to the assistance of the Belgian expedition
ship, Polarhe.v.
TAS;"1. UNIT 43.1.3 SUCCEEDS
The DEEP FREEZE 60 venture began on 28 January with the depar-

ture of BURTON ISLAND, under CDR R. A. V!eatherup, from Valparaiso,
Chile, where Captain John Cadwalader of the United States Antarctic
Projects Office, veteran of four previous DEEP FREEZE cruises, had
joined the expedition. GLACIER was at that time in drydock in VJellington, replacing her damaged propellor blades, and after fueling and provisioning, left New Zealand's capital city on 6 ebruary, stopping only
briefly in Port Lyttelton to add to her stock o drummed gasoline for
the exploratory mission.
Departing Port Lyttelton on 7 February (072356Z) GLACIER, CDR
P. V. Porter, Jr., commanding, steamed at 16 knots to the rendezvous
with BURTON ISLAND, which in the meantime was taking ocean stations.
Scoutih^;' 'thepacic ice to find an area of easy penetration, BURTOi
ISLAND met iith GLACIER a 71°S,104°VJ on 15 February (150500Z) and
the wo ships set course southward toward the Thurston Peninsula.
LANDFALL
The northeast coast of the Peninsula - Cape Flying Fish - was
sited irhty miles nd eighteen hours later. After a brief reoonnaisance, a"grasshopper" (an automatic weather station) was placed
ashore on Cape Palmer (71.9°S, 96.8°) and the task-unit continued
towards the Eights Coast
They proceeded to 72 0 S, 95 0 40 1V (18 February), conductingooean
stations and delineating the coast line. At this point the shore
lead ended, and after helicopter reconnaissance revealed no possible
leads to the north or the east, it was decided to "learn everything
scientifically possible before seeking a now way into the Bellingshausen Coast.

SCIENTIFIC EFFORTS
A geological party was landed on Dustin Island, and another sent
into the Thurston Peninsula mountains to the west. Geologists Harold
Hubbard (U. S. Geological Survey), Campbell Crandal (University of
Minnesota), and topographic engineer Warren Borgeson (USGS), joined
by LCDR Joseph Morgan (T43 Hydrographic Officer) and LT John Savage,
DC (uss GLACIER), carefully worked over rook outcrops in the two
areas, as well as taking triangulation data and testing experimental
radio equipment.
Helicopter reconnaissance was made, taking high oblique photographs of approximately 75 miles of the Eights Coast to supplement
existing vertical photos and to determine where the best scientific
results could be obtained in the short period of time before the ships
would have to retreat to the north. The photo mission passed over
unmapped bays, bounded by steep rocky cliffs. In the distance toward
the east, they sighted mountains and open water, encouragement to the
plan to retreat north, then east, to another section of the Bellirigshausen Coast about 1 March.
GLACIER'S MECHANICAL TROUBLE
On the 20th, after indications of mechanical failure on GLACIER's
port shaft, aclose examination found that the shaft bearing had overheated, sheared and had to be replaced. Lying to off.Oape Palmer,
the icebreaker's engineering crew began .their repairs. This work was
carried on simultaneously with a spell of bad weather. Pack ice began
to jam around the ships as the shorelead closed. Scientific operations virtually ceased in the cold winds and whiteout conditions, and
the ships were forced to forego progress until the weather cleared.
By the 22nd, the port shaft had been repaired and tested. The
weather, however, remained closed in and scientific activities were
still held to a minimum. Finally, on the 23rd, the wind shifted to
the west, and as the pack loosened, the ships made preparations to
get underway. Geological parties made a reconnaissanoe of more of
the Thurston Peninsula area before movement began toward the Amundsen
Sea.
SAW I.MTIA RE,

QUESTS HELP

As the ships prepared to continue their scientific mission, a plea
came for aid. The San Martin, vanguard of the Argentine Axtarctic effort, radioed that she was beset off Adelaide Island near arguerite
Bay.
-6-
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Attemptin to resupply their San ;:artin Station, the ship had become. wedged in by compressed ioe pack and pressure was being exerted
on her hull. In addition, the station was harborin two members of
the wintering-over party in need of medical attention and had only
enough food to last the 7-man party for a month.
END OF SCIENTIrIC JISSION
Admiral Tyree ordered GLACIER to proceed at once to aid the distressed vessel. Loading extra fuel and provisions from BURTO ISLAIJD,
GLACIER left the Thurston Peninsula (71°54'S; 100 0 33 1 V7) and her scientific program behind on 25 February, while BURTON ISLAND was scheduled to remain in sub-Antarctic waters, completing her track of ocean
stations and making a geological stop at Peter I Island before her
return to Chile and the United States.
Only a portion of the projected scientific program had been carrIed out. Ice conditions blocked much of the. Eights and George Bryan
Coasts. However, 120 miles of Thurston Peninsula coastline was
charted, and the ships found many sub-surface featurs while making
their way through the ic; waters. Scientists had examined accessible
coastal areas for geological and biological samples and obtained much
data from the many oceanographic stations.
•

Ocean bottom samples, lichens, mosses, and rocks, as well as
data on bird and mammal life, helped disprove or have given verifica..
tion to many theories and have opened new avenues for studying the
origin, struturo, and history of this section of the Antarctic continent.
SOI-IE WORK TO CONTINUE

•
Some scientific programs were to be continued aboard GLACIER on
her rescue missIon. Dr. Robert Uurphy, having a.lreadymade a sighting

of the southernmost occurrence of the tufted macaroni penguin, remained aboard. Robin Leech, Robert Starr of the Hydrographic Office,
Raymond Butler, operations analyst for the U. S. Antarctic Projects
Office, and Philip Smith, the USAR? coordinator, also extended their
voyage into the Palmer Peninsula area.
•

The Geologists returned on BURTON ISLAND with their granite and
gieiss samples, hoping to complete analyses that would tie the Thurst.bn Peninsula with either the Palmer Penlnsula, the Vlalgreen Coast,
or inland locations (the Sentinel ountains).

-7-

The principal victim ot the hasty change of plans was the speoially built polar house, a pretabrioated structure designed and built
by the Arctic Institute of North America tobe quickly built and put
into operation as the center of alañd-.based sdientiftc.program.
Because of the change in schedule the structure was shifted to GLACIER
for the long trip back to the United States,
Is the Thurston Peninsula an islandt? Vihat is the connection
between this area and the Palmer Peninsula, the inland Lfarie Byrd
Land mountain ranges, and the other parts of the Antarotio t? These
and many other 'questions have arisen. Rock samples from the many
areas studied by the parties supported by helicopter and smali'boats;
entomologioal data oolleoted by Robin Leech; wild life surveys by
senior scientists Dr. Robert Uurpby; and oceanographic and hydrbeft
graphic data collected by the several hydrographers and their corps
of assistants these things have opened the way to speoulation.
.uture expeditions to the area - carried by Snocat, ship, or plane
viill amend this information and add to it, thus erasIng the en1a
of the Bellingshausen Coast,
POLAR SOCIETY HONORS CAPTAIN J'INN RONNE
On 6 7ebruary, the American Polar Society and the Washington
group. of the Explorers Club : joined the observing the '25th anniversary
of the Society with a dinner at which Captain'mnn Ronni' iias honored.
Captain Ronne, who has made four one-year-long trips to the
Antarctic, was awardedtbe Polar Society's honorary membership, a
reoogniflon given, to only seven. others in,. its history, He was the
scientific and
leader for the establisluent arid operation of
1 imilitary
l.
. 'Ellsvorth Statn in ],957-58.
"GI.aAOIOLOGICAL NOTES"
The Antarctic Projects Offj.cehe,s received issue number one of
"Glaoiologioa. Notas," quarterly published by IGY World DataCenter
A Glaciology. The publ4oation, irybended, to not only provide in.formation on current activities, studies and publications of glaoiological interest, ié also designed 'to describe the operations and
facilities of the Data Center so that it may more effectively perform
Its role as an arohive and clearing house of information.
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DEEP FREEZE 60 TRAVERSE OPERJiTIONS S UCCESSFULLY ACCOiPLISFjflD
The suooesfuj,, a000mpljsent of the 1959-60 U. S. Antarctic Research Program traverse operations has earned for all elements of the
U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, USARP, and the individual members of van dor Hoeven's, Pirrit's, and Thial's parties a most de-.
sorving viall done."
It is seldom that a field commander or a nation has the satisfaction of learning that "all major objectives have been accomplished."
BYRD LAND TRAVERSE
After a 120Q---mj]. -trip (6 November to 9 February) the Byrd Land
Traverse of nine man and four Snoca-te returned to Byrd Station. Led
by John Pirrit, the Scottish glaciologist who served
as Byrd Station
scientific leader turing the 1959 winter, the over'-snov, trek was "very
smooth" and
suffered few difficulties except for periods of bad weather.
The prinoipal worry was the increased fuel consumption, caused by
having to operate the Snooats in second gear for long periods, made
necessary by large areas of rippled sastrugi. Several fuel caches established by MD flights and by the Little America—Byrd resupply tractor
train minimized the fual problem and helped to make the ninety—five
day traverse nearly self—sustaining.
Exploring the area to the north and west of Byrd Station, the
traverse made altimeter readings, surveyed for cartography and carried
out studies in glaciology, geology, gravity, and seismology, including
both refraction and reflection shooting to determine ice thickness.
After e rending the first ten days in cld, windy,
and overcast weather,
the traverse !arty Investigated two mountain ranges of volcanic origin.
They found that in these inland ranges
melt—water streams and waterfalls
would run while the slopes were exposed to the sunlight.
A ttention then turned to an
unnamed ice shelf off the Amundsen Sea,
centered on 115°v, 74.5°S, A raoonjssance
flight had been made on 2

November, locating crevassed areas adjacent to the shelf and inspecting
nearby land features which had originally been mapped by Operation
HIGHJUMP (1946...47) 6 With this data, a party of six men and two Snooats
reached the shelf edge on 22 Dec-ember, They found the ico
front to be
about thirty miles south of its plotted position.
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From the edge of the Amundsen Sea they looked out upon an area of
open '.water sprinkled with small ice floes and occasional icebergs.
The ice shelf behind them was only about a third as large as had been
originally charted.
Attention was then turned' toward the west and the area between
the Getz Ice Shelf and the Executive Committee Range. The Getz Ice
Shelf was found to extend not so far inland as had been previously believed, and new mountains were discovered.
The trip returned, to Byrd after reaching Army.-Navy Drive in. early
February, Uost of the trek had been in good weather, with, the temp.-.
erature near zero, Two weeks, however, had been dominated by blizzards.,,
including a nine—day period in early January. flany whiteouts were.en.,
countered, but the lack of crevasses and the use of an airplane mag—.
netic compass had allowed progress to continue,
This year's traverse, coupled, with the work of the two previous
over.-snow traverses based on Byrd Station, has given us a better understanding of the complex struoture of this part of Antarctica. The
various disciplines involved in these scientific surveys will contribute important data not only for bitter understanding of this area
but also for establishing a base on which to plan. expanded studies.
iembers, of the traverse party, their discipline 1 home, and/or
agency are as.. follows:
John Pirrit, leader, gloiologist, Scotland (Byrd Station Scientific header', l99)
.
Gerard A. Bennett, transport engineer Boston, Arctic Institute
of North America (will winter at Byrd 1960)
Feng—Keng Chang, seismologist,,
stitute of North America

..

•..

China, Arctic In..

George As Doumani, Seismologist, Lebanon, Arctic Institute of
North America
.
Keith, E, lUarks, electronics engineer, National Bureau of Standards, Arctic Institute of North America
Perry E. Parks, Jr., exploration geophysicist, assistant s.eis.mologist, Georgia Tech, Arctic Institute of North America,,
(will winter at Byrd 1960)
—11-.

• 'Eugene L, Boudette,. geologist,

Geological Survey-

William H. Chatnan, topographic engiseer, U. S. Geologioal.Survey
Howard A. LeVaux, aurox'a3. physicist, Los Angeles (Byrd 1958-59)
VICTORIA IAN]) TRAVERSE
(for earlier stories and details, see page 5 1 No. 3, November 1959;
page , 12, No. 4, December 1959; page-11, No. 5 1 3anuary 1960)
•

After the passage through the heavily orevassed area on the
Skelton Glacier, it would seem that the trek to 74.°S would have been
• relatively easy and uneventful. However, the rugged terrain encountered after leaving the glacier brought on daily spine-jolting
experiences and a plague of mechanical difficulties,,
•
' 'Oh' 15 3anuary, one of the Snocats required , such extensive weld..
ins and 'ran2e repairs that permission was granted 'to abandon. it after
sa1vaing the springs and tie rod ends.
In spite of frequent frustrations, the party successfully oar.
nod out the projected scientific projects, including "leap..froj alti..
metry" to check altimeter readings during each hour of travel.
About 31 January, a VX...6 Neptune on an aerial reconnaissance

had informed the traverse party that a large range of mountains had
been sighted near the Admiralties. Shortly after a spell of foul
weather lifted, the ground party saw a beautiful peak about 30 miles
to the east. This thrilling sight, after mouths. on the monotonous
plateau, soon Was dampened by' further news ',from VX..6 that a 30-mile
area of crevasses lay right ahead.
The party completed triangulation of the mountain peaks, then
backtracked south toward a rendezvous point for air evacuation to
Uotido, In the 'first attempt ,VX..6 ptLots Robert L. Dale ames
and J
W * Vfeeks were forced to turn back in their Skytrain about 25 miles
from the meeting place because of rapidly deteriorating weather and
'low visibility., ' ' ' •
'
The next day, 10 February, they landed and evacuated the party
with about 3000 lbs of. equient.. Enrotte 'to Lioflurdo, the, aircraft
pbotO..mapped anew giait glacier: previouly sighted on 2 February by
VX.-6 personnel while reconnoitering the pickup site in a valley 180
miles from Hallett Station.
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AIRBOEW TRAVERSE
During the three-month period beginning at the end of October, ex..
tensive airborne traverse scientific work was carried on by a teem of
scientists led by Dr. Edward C. Thiel of the University of Wisconsin,
This traverse made an aero..magnetio study from MoLIurdo to Wilkes, a
gravity ..magnetio flight to Hallett, gravity and seismology studies at
the South Pole, and an interior landing on the Ross 10, Shelf to study
tides, as well as conducting the extensive program in the area between
the Sentinel and Florlick Mountains in Marie Byrd Land.
Following the eighty-eighth meridian in this latter operation, the
party, consisting of Dr. Thiel, Edwin S. Robinson, and alternating geologists, Campbell Craddock and John 3. Anderson, made eight stations half near nunataks, the rest in the ice cap area.
The eight stations were made from fifty to one hundred miles apart,
and included studies in geology, geomagnetisin, seismology, gravity, and
altimetry, The latter studies were part of the program to define surface
and sub-surface features in the Marie Byrd Land area. They found that
along their route no major trough existed between the Ross and Vleddell
Seas, but that a smaller connection might be possible.
The airborne traverse covered a route which was also aerial photo.graphed, thus helping to tie together the photo mosaic and help in its
Interpretation * It was also important in the production of new data
which will aid in refining previous studies,
SUPPLELIENTAL LIST OF DISTRIBUTION MATERIAL
(ORIGINATED IN TFIE UNITED STATES ANTARCTIC PROJECTS OFFICE]
(See-Original List, Volume I No. 1 t Page 10)
26. The Bellingshausen Sea - Antarctica
27, The Peacetime Role of the U, S. Navy in Antarctic Exploration
and Research
28. Japanese Antarctic Research Expedition, 1958-59 -. Report of

United States Official Observer, Mr. Daniel J. Meloy
29. Results of Research Work in Antarctica
30.
31.
32.
33.

Criteria for Antarctic Bases
Participation of the Department of Defense in Antarotic Operations
First Three Months of Support Operations for Season 5960
Mapping of Antarctic Regions
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VICTORIA LAND TRAVERSE, ANTARCTICA*
by Alfred R. Taylor, Uo S. Geological Survey
During the austra], summer of 1959.-1960, one phase of the Unitod
States Antarctic Research Program (U8ARP...I), administered by the NatiqaiaJ.
Soienoe Foundation, was carried out by geophysica glaoiologioal oversnow traverses in Marie Byrd Land and Victoria Land, Antarctica, Logis...
tio support for all of of USARP..I, referred to as DEEP FREEZE 60, was
provided by the U. 5, Navy, The traverses in both Mario Byrd Land and
in Victoria Land were made primarily to Gather geophysical and glaoio.-.
logical data; geological, meteorological, and oartpgraphioal data were
to be gathered where possible.
Members of the 'original Victoria Land traverse party were: Frans
G. van der Hoevan (traverse leader) seismologist from the Netherlands;
3ohn G. Yleihaupt, assistant seismologist from the United States; Alfred
VI. Stuart, glaciologist from the United States; Arnold J'. Home, assistant glaciologist from New Zealand; Louis J. Roberts, topographic

engineer from the U. S. Geological Survey and the navigator—cartographer
on the traverse; Vliuiam U. Smith, psychologist from the United States;
Claude Lorius, phy sioist.. glaomologjst from Franoe l Thomas T. Baldwii, Jr.,
CJN2, USN transport specialist; Uarren.A, Jaolcman, 'P1W, USN photographer;
and the" writer, a U, S. Geological Survey geolog ist. Of the original
ten men in the party, eight completed the 1500.-mile trek. Jao1an' completed his assignment and was airlifted back to Naval Air Facility,
UcIlurdo, from the Plateau Depot on .9 November 1959, The'writer was
evacuated from the plateau on 24 November to NAF, UoUurdo, and from
there to the United States because he was noapaoitatod by brono4tis
inou'red.on the traverse,

SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS
Geophysical investigations included a seismological study to do...
termine the thickness of the ice cap on the Victoria Land Plateau,, gravity,.,. I
meter and magnetometer studies. Vlhile the gravity meter and vertical, •'
magnetometer were read each hour when the party was traveling, the seis.-mological work was conducted only every other day or every third day at
stations from 30 to 40 miles apart. Two types of seismological shots
.
were made and recorded by van der Hoeven and Vloihaupt. These were the
reflection shot using about 4 pounds of dynamite in one hole 8 meters •'
deep and the refraction shot using a total of 500 pounds of dynamite in ,
two holes 8 meters deep and about 12 miles apart.
'Publication authorized by Director, U, S. Geological Survey

The recording instruments were carried in one of the three Tuoker
Snooats, the one known as SeismoCat. Geophones on two 1100.-foot lines
picked up the explosion's shock waves irhioh were transmitted through the
ice to the underlying bedrock surface and back to the surface of the toe.
When the surface of the bedrock is compared with the altitude of the ice
surface above sea level (which is determined by altimetry) the profile
of the underlying rook surface is known.
At each seismological station a gláoiologioal pit over 3 meters
deep was dug by Stuart and Home to study the stratigraphy of the snow
and to determine the structure of the ice and its hardness. Snow samples were taken by Lorius and the writer which, it is hoped, can be
studied for deuterium and tritium content, and that this research will
further the knowledge of climatic conditions in Antarctica at the time
the snow was deposited, Also at each station, Roberts took from 8 to
12 shots of the sun with a theodolite, for plotting the exact location
of the station on a map.
Lines of flags about 1500 meters long that may indicate movement
of ice were left on the Rosa Ice Shelt Skelton Glacier, and on the
plateau by the United States 1958..1959 Victoria Land traverse party.
These lines and snow accumulation stakes were measured during the pre-

sent (1959...1960) season Victoria Land Traverse.

A daily weather report was made by radio to NAF, MoMurdo, at 2000
hours, MoLlurdo time, The report included temperature, estimates of wind
velooity, direction, and visibility. The air temperature near the surfaoe
dropped as low as .-.45°C (..50 0 ) and the wind velocity ranged from calm to
Cale force, with the average probably about 10 miles per hour. Visibility often was zero, caused by whiteout conditions, but on some calm
days the visibility was almost unlimited.
Observations of the behavior of individuals and the traverse group
as a unit were made by Smith. Records from this study will supplement
his analyses of selection and performance data of Antarctic scientific
personnel during the International Geophysical Year.
On two flights from. NAF, MoUurdo to the Plateau Depot in. early Oct..
Ober, the writer observed the Taylor and Ferrar Glaciers, the Taylor Dry
Valley, and the Kukri Hills, These features are a wonderland of beauti...
ful scenery. Polygonally patterned ground was observed on the floors of
the dry valleys e.nd'on lower soree slopes. In this area the rooks in..
elude, in ascending order, sohiat, gneiss, and carbonate rooks which are
intruded by acidic rooks,, overlain by sandstone with interbedded shale.
Diabase sills and dikes intrude the sequence of rooks. Traohyte, mcz'aines,
and kenyte..type lava make up the younger deposits.
..16..

TRAVERSE EQUIPMENT
The party started from New Zealand's Scott Base on Ross Island with
three vehicles called Sriooats. One vehicle pushed an eleotrioal crevasse
detector, and was known as the Deteotor.-.Cat; the vehicle with seismic
:.r'ebordtng instruments was known as Seismo*Cat; and the one 'with cooking
f'oilitiés, as Uess.-Cat.
Mechanics,], difficulties plagued ' the traverse throughout the' trip,
Many parts were broken by falls into hidden crevasses on the Skelton
G-iaoier; other parts were broken on the rough ice surfaces of theice
shelf and the plateau. Typical of broken parts were fifth wheels, springs,
and tie rod ends. Breakdowns finally forced the abandonment of the newest
vehible on the retpzn leg of the trip out on the plateau. Many times an
aircraft pre-. heater had to be used to warm the eng.nes and batteries be.-.
t'o the vehicles would start early in the morning,
Scientific equipment, rations, fuel, dynamite, and personal effects
were transported on three large sledges with articulated runners and on
one smaller sledge. Fuel was also' carried in a Rolli.-.Con which oon.
stated of two large rubber tires of 1000--gallon capacity joined to a
tongue that was hooked to a vehicle.
TRAVERSE LIVING
.
• Generally the, traverse party ate two-meal 8 a day,' breakfast and
supper. Breakfast consisted of cereal,' butter, bread, jam, juice and
milk. The evening meal consisted- o '± beef steak ' 0±' some canned meat,
canned vegetables, potatoes or rice, and tea, coffee, milk, or water.
Candy bars were usually eaten throughout the day.
The men slept in the vehicles most of tie time. Bunks attached to
the inside walls of the vehio1es accommodated six people; the rest of
the party slept on the floors, All men used. sleeping bags,
Clothing, issued by the Navy, the Arotio ]nstitute of North America,
and the Geological Survey, was adequate protection during the weather
experienced. All men were attired in parkas and other atisndidrdt garments
designed for maxnur1x wanth. However, a va*iety! of footwearw,s wot'n,
incldtng mukluka, shoepacs, felt "bunny" bçots, and rubber "thermal"
boot a
Snow blindness, a, hazard in Antarctica, fortunately was escaped by
everyone while the writer was with the party. No. doubt wearing proper
sun glasses prevented this But frostbitten fingers were common and many

feet were affected by the cold, especially those in boots that collected
ice in the felt pads and socks. Hems's nose was frostbitten and peeled
continually; eother men' noses turned white and froze momentarily, but
quick warming prevented damage.

Morale was generally high, except dun g the time spent traveling

through crevassed areas. The arrival of the VX.-.6 aircraft with mail,
spare parts, and food from tho mess ball at N&F, MoMurdo, certainly
helped keep up the morales Rear Admiral David U. Tyree, Coirmandr of
the Naval Support Forces Antarctica, and Dr. T. 0. Jones, Director of
the U. S. Antarctic Research Program, visited the party when it reached
the Plateau Depot at the top of the .Skelton Glacier, They brought 1000
extra gallons of fuel for the Rolligon in two of VX-6 1 . R4D aircraft.
The nightly radio contact with the party made by Navy radioman Smith and
the frequent conversations with George Toney, USARP.I representative
from NAP, MoMurdo, provided a tie with the outside world that was
looked forward to by everyone on the traverse.
All three vehicles fell through snowb.ridges at various times and
wedged Into crevasses on the glacier, but luckily no one was injured.
The only other serious accident known to the. writer was a fire caused
by the gas used in the cooking stove in Mess-Oat; some clothes, but no
people., were burned. Using an extinguisher, Baldwin, Jackman, and van
der Hoeven quickly ptt out the flames, thus saving the vehicle and per..
haps the other vehicles parked nearby.
TRAVERSE CONCLUSION
The party rea,ohed the turning point of the traverse in December at

139°12'E and 7100918, and turned southeastward toward Tucker Glacier and

Cape Hallett on the Ross Sea coast. Enroute they found their way blocked
by an uncharted mountain range between 161° and 162°E. While delayed in
this areas Roberts completed triangulation of the visible peaks. The
Party then turned south to shorten the distance between their point of
piok..up by the Navy aircraft and NAF, MoMurdo, The vehicles and supplies
were cached, and the party was picked up on 10 February 1960, by aircraft
of VX-6. The party was returned to NAP, McMurdo ., where the men had their
first baths in four months. Later they boarded the USS ARNEB for transportation to New Zealand and eventual return from there to their in
dividual duty posts.
Basic research being conducted in Antarctica by these and other sci-

entists will broaden man t s knowledge of the earth, and thereby benefit
mankind, Perhaps from , suôh studies as meteorology and glaciology future
weather patterns in the Southern Hemisphere may be predicted. Geological
and geophy sical investigations will help to fill the gaps in our knowledge of the south polar region and to reveal the geological relationship
of Antarctica to the other continents.
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VIUCES' ANTARCTIC DISCOVERIES NOVI FULLY CONFIRMED
y Dr, Kenneth J. Bertrand, The Catholio University of America
In January and February 1840 Lt,.. Charles . V1fl.kes and his United
States Exploring Expedition a000mplished ohe . vf the greatest teats of
Antartio exploration. Although—two of the'ships iee forced tore—
treat northvard before. completion- of .
Ori.tiè'VJj1ks iii the Vinoennes
and Ringgold in the Porpoise succeededtlie
in sailing along the edge of the
pack ice fringing the coast of Antarctica' from about 160°E tolOO°E, a
distance o; approximately 1500 nautio,l miles. As a result of sighting
land at• many points dtiring the. cruise, Wilkes oonoluded hat he had
d emonstrated ..the existence of an Atarotjo
Continent, ''Th'e atlas ac—
cOmpanying his narrative included a "Chart of the Añtaretio Continent"
limited to. the area along which he cruised. The map, on which the vessels' tracks were shown, demonstrated, a high standard of cartographic
integrity. Wilkes clearly distinguished between land and ice, and
although he assumed the land to '
be continuous, he did not show it on
his map where 'he had not sen it.
From the beginning, however, Wilkes' conception of an Antarctic
Continent was challenged . by no less an authority than Six Zaes Clark
Ross, and even his landf alls were questioned. On a. manuscript chart
of his discoveries vijoh Wilkes had-drawn and left for Ross in New Zea-.
land he showed anU which he
claimed represented Baileny's
discoveries in 1
an,1 about whio Wilkes had learned 'only after he
returned, from Antarctica. This also
happened to correspond with a
doubtful sighting of land, by. Ringgold dn 13 J'anuary 1840.

it9r

• When Ross sailed over this indicated, landfall in Uaroh 1841, he
immediately concluded that all of Wilkes' landfalls were suspect. Returning from MoMurdo Sound in March 1904,: Scott found that at least
the four easternmost of Wilkes' landfalls 1 inoludingCápe Hudson about
which Wilk g was quite definite, did not exist anywhere near where they
had been plotted, As a result he discredited all of Wilkes' discoverjs.
Two other British explorers, however, have contributed to t he con—
firmation of Wilkes' easte'fl-],andfalls, In February 1911, Lt. Pennell
discovered the Oats Coast while returning from MoMurdo Sound in the
Terra Nova, Back from the coast he charted the Wilson Hills which now
have beome important in the identification ' of features probably seen
by Wilkes. In 1915 the Aurora was beset and drifted for months. On
23 November, when the Aurójj ias in a position approximating that of
the USS PEACOCK from which Cape Hudson was: sighted in 1840,

Captain
Stthou9 and several of his men saw through the mist and sketched a
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bold
headland in the pósit'ion of the supposed Cape Hudson. They could
y
S mpathize with Wilkes because earlir, when nearer the plotted position of the cape,
no land whstever was in sight.
Sir Douglas Mavison, whose Australasian Antarctic Expedition of
1911-1914 explored the coast from WE to 153°E, at first denied the
existence of Wilkes' discoveries not only east of 148°'but all those
to the west as Vell. , except Knox Coast and the coast in the vicinity
of Piner Bay. Mawson concluded that while Wilkes' efforts had been
heroic, his landfalls which had not already been disproved required
confirmation before their validity could be accepted. (Home of the
Blizzard,, I t pp. 9-10). Later, following his British .-Australian.New
Zealand Antarctic Research Expedition of l929.31 ) he conceded that
Wilkes could possibly also have seen Budd Coast and "North's Highland,"
Cape Carr and Termination Land he rejected as seaward extensions of the
pack ice,
That Wilkes' Antarctic work should have been so faulty is inconsistent with the high degree of accuracy of his surveys in the Pacific.
Hobbs explained the situation by pointing out that Wilkes was deceived
by the great distance that one' can see in the dust-free air of the Ant.- arctic on a clear day. He also called attention to polar looming of
superior mirage caused by refraction of light during periods of temper...
attire inversion as a factor in explaining how
Wilkes could have seen
distant landmarks invisible to others who followed him, (Proceedings,
Amer, Phil, Soc., V. 82, No, 5, 1940, pp. 561...563569_.581)'.
A true evaluation of Wilkes' western landfalls was possible as a
result of a reconnaissance map (1:1,000 1 000)
constructed by Gardner D.
Blodgett, assisted by Captain Harold E. Saunders, USN, (Ret.), in 1955.
The map was based ,n aerial photography taken
by the U. S. Navy Ant- arctic Development Project,' 1946-1947 (Operation HIGHJUMP) and ground
control and supp1ementy photography obtained by the' U. S. Navy Seoond,
Antarctic Development Project, 1947-1948 (Operation WINDMILL). Positions
determined by expeditions of other nations in the area covered by the
photography were also used.
In 1956 the U. S. Geological Survey issued eight sheets of its
Antarctic Reconnaissance Map (1:500,000), based on the same data plus
six additional geographical positions that had not
been avai3able to
Blbdgett. As a result of the coastal delineation by Blodgett and the
maps published by the Geological 'Survey, it is no*t
after more than
100 years, at last 'possible ti thoroughly and *objectively test the accuracy of i1kes' mapping of 'the Antarctic oàast.

The author of this review., as part of a paper read before the
annual meeting of the Association of'Atherioan Geographer at Pitta.burgh, 1 April 1959, made a superposition of the coastal features as
now known on "a photographic copy of ti1kes' "Chart of the Antarctic
Continent." This superpositioii shows thatWilkes' map conforms very
closely to the coast as it really is: west of 147 0 E. Admittedly he
mistook a glacier tongue or the Shackleton Ice Shelf for land in the
case of "Termination Lar," There is a definite break , in the ooast
corresponding closely in general configuration to his Cape Carr and
Porpoise Bay altbough located 60 milpa south and 15 miles west o the
position Wilkes assigned o them. In the case of North's Highland,
Wilkes err'ed in latitude by 25 to 30 miles, not a serious disorepanøy,
in view of the confusing atmospheric phenoztena that prevail in the
Antarctic. It is an area which has been exceeded by othersusing far
better and more modern equipment than Wilkes bad, "Totten's High
Land" is the weakest point in Wilkes I western landfal].s. Here he was
in error approximately 35 to 40 xnilem, and. there is no. distiriotive
break in the coastline, such as1ñ 'the case of Cape Carr, to serve as
a confirming feature, The break wioh Wilkes shows between "ctteri's..
High Land" and "North's Highland' t Is, however, understandablóv,hen it
is realized that the position is. 000upied by relatively low.-.lying
Reynolds Though, The superposition . shows Wilkes' demarkation of the
Budd and Knox Coasts to be remarkaI1y accurate, especially conider...
ing the codi$ions under which he was operating.
Wilkes' easternlandfalls, those which heve been o1iaUenged mast.

and which have appeared to be the weakst, with one exception, have

now been identified by B. P. Lambert and P. G. Law in a paper entitled
"A New Map of the Coastline of Oates Land and' Eastern King George V
Land."
Iz 'J'anuary 1958 the Australian NatiOnal AntarOtic. tesearoh .Expeditions;' led by Phillip.G. Law, photorahéd and made an aerial
re connaissance of the ,00aàt from Cape Frshfield to Horn Bluff. In
February 1959 ANL1EE made a reconnaissance of the Oates Coast from the
sea and from the air, Aerial photographs were taken here and on a
flight westward from approximately 57 0 to 154°E. A . landing was made
in Lauritzen Bay and an astro fix madA at the foot of flagga Peak
(69°10's, 157°75'E), Magga, Peak is one of several in the vioiZLity
ranging in height from 1000 to 2000 feet. They are a westward ex.
tensior of P 'rin6il lg Wilson Hills,
A most sign.jfica,n discovery was a long peninsula, named Mawson
Peninsula, extending north—northwest at approximately 154°E. The spine
of the peninsula is about 1500 feet above sea level, but of special
significance is a series of nunatekz 2000 to 3000 feet high along its

western edge, resembling thesketch of Cape Hudson by Wilkes.
TO prepare a map the results of ANARE were supplemented by aerial
photographs made by. Operation HIGHJtfl.IP, supplied, along with flight
logs, by the U. S. Department of State • The combination of ANARE and
HIGHJUMP results was both fruitful and mutually valuable, for the latter laoksd..ground..00ntroi. The more limited photography of ANARE
fortunately supplied data for areas obscured by clouds on HIGUJUM?
pictures, The relevant part of Wilkes' chart was copied and converted
to scale and projection so as to be superimposed over the provisional
map prepared by ANARE. Lines were drawn on appropriate bearings from
reported positions of Wilkes' ships at the times land was sighted.
Yrom an analysis of the superimposed maps and descriptions in
Wilkes' narrative, Lambert and Law have concluded that the high nuziatsks on the west side of Llawson Peninsula are what Wilkes charted as
Cape Hudson. Wilkes' headland bordering Point Eimnons agrees with Cape
Wild, Horn Bluff,. and Cape Freshfield of Mawson, Wilkes' Peacock Bay
is not unlike the coastal configuration behind Joseph Cook Bay • Rey.
fold's Peak and Eld's Peak as charted by Wilkes are undoubtedly two of
the hills west of Perthl1 Glacier. Ringgcld's Knoll tied in with a
bearing from the position of .the Vincennes on 16 January to the Wilson
Hills, but this was not possible from thePorpoise.
Therefore, after 120 years, it is now possible to make areason..
able identification of all of Wilkes.' eastern landfalls, with the
possible exoept.on. of iiiggld!a Knoll. Wilkes' meridians parallel
those of the ANAR , chart, but his logitude is oonsistenthy'about 32
minutes too far east, roughly about 10 miles at this latitude. The
latitude he assigned to Cape Hudson and Point Ernznons is roughly 90
miles too far north, and the discrepancy is evex.greater for the earlier landfalls farther east.. Lambert and Law feel that Wilkes' errors
in longitwIe are understandable, and they attribute—the errors in lati.-.
tude to abnormal atmospherio refraottonat. the time the observations
were mad0
Time and subseqürit ezploration have substantiated Wilkes' claim.

of an Antarctic continent, and now all of his landfalls have been confirmed or reasonably iten1ifjed.. After more than a century, during
which disparagrU3nt was often his reward 1 there can now no longer be
any doubt of the Greatness of his achievement.
-.
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M1TTHEV1 FONTAINE MAURY, CAPTAIN, U.S. NAVY
ARICAN PIONEER IN POLAR RESEARCH AND PROGWITOR OF THE
INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR PTOGRAM IN THE ANTARCTIC, 1840-1860 *
by Herman R. Friis, National Archives
On an eminence overlooking Mason's Island intlie widening turn of
the Potomac River below Rcok Creek there was constructed in 1842
through 1844 an observatory with adj,ining buildings. This was the
Depot of Charts and Instruments, later the National Observatory and
}iydrographio Office ot the U • S • Navy. Much of this observatory
building stands today as the central unit of the
buildings on
Hill" comprising 'the Headquarters of the Bureau of Medicine and"The
Surgery
of the U•; . Navy..
But this edifice was no mere assemblaged offices; rather, it b-

eame tkdepository of a treasure trove of scientific information
the envirorment in which the tenius of man found ample expression. and
Here during an unbroken period of nearly twenty years, 1842-1864
Matthew Fontaine Maury fathered the science of oceanography
and, I

hasten to add, served geogr.phy and other earth sciences in a higher
degree of competence and to an extent of which only a few of us are
aware. We have time here to discuss only 'a few of his contributions,
and these only as a summary of his concepts of the need for gèogra.phioal exploration and his plea for ' a cooperative international study
of the scientific chareoter of the polar regions.
Maury was born in Virginia in 1806, e spent his boyhood in
Franklin, Tennessee, and at the age of 'nineteen, left his home for
Washington, D. C.,. and an appointment to a commission in the United
States Navy. His scientific career began perhaps on "his first cruise
as master of the .USS FALflOUTH, which in 1831 surveyed in the South
Atlantic And Pacific Ooean • Maury recognized the inadequate and

* This article is a digest of an illustrated paper presented during
the :.81mua1 meeting. of the' Middle At1ánti Division of the Association
of meri o ar1 . Georaphers, at the National Academy of
Sciences, Washington,
16 January 1960. The full AAG paper is 'the-pr , p4uot of
several years extensive 'research in libraries and archives of the
eastern, central United States,.and the National Archives collection
Of offioial ..U. S. Navy . reoords, Mr. Friis has been engaged in an.
extensive research program in documenting from official records. the
participation of the.United States goverrent in scientific geo-.
graphical exploration, particularly in the surveying and mapping of
the polar regions.
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haphazard rule—of-thumb approach to laying ' and keeping a track. His
fertile mind sparked an idea in navigation, especially in the transit
of Cape Horn, that was published in 1833 in the American Journal of
Science and Arts the beginnings, perhaps, of his concept of "wind
and current charts." This need of accurate oceanographic information
became more firmly fixed with each successive voyage he made prior to
1837.
During the period 1837..38 he was attached as principal astrono-.
mar to the United States Exploring Expedition that President Jackson
had ordered activated, especially for surveys in the Pacific Ocean

and the Antarctic. When Lieutenant Charles Wilkes was given command
of the Expedition, Maury, "upon a point of honor delicacy", bowed out

and for several-years remained in an inactive status, most of it in
Fredericksburg, Virginia. Here he devoted much time to navigational
science and ooeanocraphio subjeots.

On 1 July 1842, he was recalled to active duty as Superintendent
of the Depot of Charts and Instruments, the new facilities which were
being built and for which Maury did muob'of the planning. Almost

from the beginning Maury was intrigued by the rich potentialities

of the large, rapidly—growing, but disordered accumulation of ships'
records of voyages that were transferred
to his charge, By July 1843 he had digested enough of this raw data
to prepare and deliver before a Washington meeting of scientists a
definitive paper on the Gulf. Stream. This paper was the beginning
of a host of, studies, themóst important of which was' "Mà.ury's Wind
and Current Chart," oompiied on the basis of itillions . of observations
gleaned from extant log.books and abstract 1og sent in by ship oap
tains and others from all parts of the world on a cooperative basis.
In 1847 1 Maury published his first ."Wind.and Current Chart", a sheet
covering the North Atlantic. With the publication of this and successive similar charts, Maury aohieved internati&ial 'recognition and
he corresponded with and won. the.: ful suppolt of leading scientists
all over the world.

logs, journals, and similar

American whalemen in the 1840's were penetrating increasingly
farther into the unknown Arotio, especially' thruh the Bering and
Davis Straits, They implored the Government for useful charts, and
Maury, responsible for mapping by the Navy, responded by requestinj
first that they supply him on his abstract log form for whalerS
wide variety of informatjonof an oceanographic 'nature, . epeoia].ly
about the habits and haunts of whales, From this large Olumef"'
Information, Maury by about 1849 developed a surprisin1y accurate
description of the currents, status of toe, and the circumstance

of an open polar sea. Also, from this large volume of information
Maury compiled a remarkable Meroator .. projeotjon map of the"cThr1d,.shoving
by small squares or gratioules on the map the distribution of kinds
of whales. From this map and a careful analysis of the large volume
of information, Maury concluded and spoke with confidence that there
must be an open route or water passAge across the northern aproxi o..
continental North America. He became,. an dvooate of and carefully1
sout t prove in a scientific manner that there was an open poJ.r
During the late 1840's Maury oorresponded 'a Great dóal with,
Henry Grinnell, one of the leading American industrialists, whose
special activity was whaling, In 1850 Grinnell offered the Federal
government two of his best whaling vessels for use". in the searoh for
the Sir John 'Franklin Expedition, lost in the uncharted American
Arctic, 'Maury was brought into this program in a major way and was
responsible for planning it, staffing the vessels, and preparing for
the scientific work that was to be carried on. Though the search
proved fruitless, the expedition did return with much information of
an Oceanographic nature that Maury felt . strengthenéd'hjs the ories:
the open' polar sea and, the distribution of currents and ice therein.
Maury also was largely responsible for the outfitting, staffing,,
and scientific. oharaoter of the, Second Grinne].]. Exp&dition. uxder D.
Elisha' Kent Kane that successfully carried out 'exploration In the
American Arctic as far north as the Kane Basin between Greenland and
Ellesmere Island, This convinced Mury that the way td 'the Pole was
via this route, and Kane assured him that he had seen the open polar
sea, which he named for Maury. By now Uaury felt well convinced that
his theories as to the physics O.the atmosphere and the'hy4rosphere
in the northern hemisphere we2'e being proven correct indeed, so
did many others.
During the summer ' of 1853, Maury represented the United States at
the first meeting of the International Maritime Meteorological Con.-.
ference held in Brussels. Here he appealed to all of the nations of
the world to expand their collaboration in the physical geography of
the sea. Largely because of Matry'.s persuasion and the logic' of his
appeal, this conference went far in bringing about a surprisingly free
Interchange of scientific information and .ideas.
The
Nev York
theories
mosphere
open sea

Physical Ge"ograpI, of the. Sea by Maury-was firSt published in
in 1855. 'In this remarkable publication he summarizes his
as to the physics and the geographieal'oornpoñents of the atand 'the hy drosphere, Chapter VII deais espeoially with
in the Aiotie Ocean, He '" d.souss
'
p 8" the m3.grat6rr
habits
'
."J' •: : '", :1, r;_ ' .
i.e' ...''
".'.
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Apparently Uaury' s urgent request fell on deaf ears 7 .f or shortly
thereafter he almost frantically dashed off long letters to his sci.-.
entist colleagues, especially in Europe, disoussing his theories and
pleading that the Antarctic regions should be explored. So great was
his sense of urgency that on 20 May 1860, he dashed off a letter to
his friend, Lord Wrottesley,. President of the British Association for
the Advancement of Science, in which he said, in part:
'...as soon as there appears the least chance O
su ccess, I shall urge the sending from this country an exploring expedition to the eight millions of unknown square
miles about the South Pole. I. . hope that my letter to you
upon the subject was sufficiently clear to satisfy your mind,
' and conclusive to enlist your influence with—Her—Majesty's
Government and the English people in the cause of Antarctic
exploration,"

Usury follows this introduction with a detailed statement of his soi^
entifio hypotheses and his hopea Qi':exp]oration and olses with the
plea:

•.

.:.

trusting, and hoping that you will join me
it g Ory 'Ho for t1wSout Pole I ' ll
...So,

With his letter he sent a paper, "On the Climates of the
Antarctic Regions, as Iniøated b y; s om
upon the. -Height of
the Barometer and Direction of the Winds at Sea;" which was read t
the 1860 meeting of the Assoojatjon. With this paper he attached
several plates, one a schematic "barometric profile of the atmos.-.,
phere" showing the principal prevailing wind systems and neatly oon..
struoted polar calrn.s th 'their low, low pressure. He a1so included
a map of-the A nte.xotie,regions, showing:
to
furthesteao . ;of exploration The tracks of Antarctic expIorers j j._f. rm .',CQok down to the present day (1860],
co to make up these limits."
He pleads with his audience:

,o

the attempts to. penetrate these ..unknown• regions,
steam has been introduoed -upon the ocean, And the modern explorer has at his command a power which enables him to defy
wind and tide, Hygiene on board ship has been so improved
that the sailor may now keep the sea for almost an indefinite
period of time, The invention, the discoveries, and the
improvements of the age place in our hands the means of
fitting out Antarctic expeditions, and of endowing them with
powers that would have made any previous expeditions there
doubly effective.
.-27-.

",.,it would be ari easy thing now to unbar the gates
South...

of the

"For many reason this exploration should be a joint
one among the nations that are concerned in maritime pursuits.
The advantages are manifold; each one of the cooperating
powers, instead of equipping a squadron at its own expense,
would furnish only one or two steamers, and these should
not be large nor should-their cost be extravagant. Thus
the expenses of a thorough Antarctic exploration like those
for carrying on the 'Wind and Curreit Charts' may be so sub.divided among the nations concerned, as literally to be
'almost nothing' ,.., ucth an Expedition would have several.
centres of exploration. The offioer's and men under each
flag would naturally be incited by the most zealous and
active emulation. They would strive so much the more ear
neatly not to be outdone in pushing on the glorious conquest."
But Maury was painfully aware, as he said, of the fact that:
"Unhappily this government (U.S.A.) of whioh we have all been
so proud is falling to pieoes.,.Alasl this is not a time for
the American people to turn their attention away from domestic. troubles,"
Barely ten days later, Maury entered his last remarks in the official letterbàok of his Naval Observatory as follows:
"His Excellency, Abraham Lincoln, President of the United
States
Sir:

I beg leave herewith to resign into your har43y
commission as a commander in the Navy of the United States.
Respectfully, &o
M, F. Maury",
Maury returned to his beloved Virgini and to. services in the cause
he thought was just.
One hundred years later thereat nations of the world did pool
their resources and talent's' . in a vast cooperative effort, as t!aury had
VOW

predicted, to "unbar the gates" and each became a "fellow citizen in
the great 'republic of human knowledge."
...) n -The 'remarkable accomplishments and cooperation achieved in the
recent International Geophysical Year and the current Inter'national
Geophysical Cooperation (SCAR) programs for research and exploration
the Antarctic, and the recent suooessul penetration of and re'.
search in the Bellingshausen Sea by the USS BURTON ISIND and the
USS GLACIER are, I believe, fitting testimony to the genius of
Matthew Fontaine Maury, Captain, United States Navy, and Superin-.
tendent of the National Observatory and Hydrographic Office, Washington, D.
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ANTARCTIC TREATY SUB1ITTED TO SENATE
On the fifteenth of February, 1960, the President of the United
transmitted to the Senate for ratification a o.opy of the Antarctic Trea'ty- t which had bien signed by members of th, 4ntarotio.
Treaty Conference on 1 December 1959.'
.
In his message, the PresIdent said, 'in part: . "This ìè a. unique
and. historic treaty. It provides that 'a large area of the world..,
will-beused for peaceful urposós'only.,,The' spirit of cooperation
and mutual understanding.,.js an ina1rin example of what can be
accomplished by international 000peratio in the field of science and
in the pursuit of peace."
INCIDENTAL INTELLIGENCE - DEEP 'FREEZE 60
Two mummified seals are enróute to 'the Texas. Technological College, Lubbock, Texas, aboard the UCGC EASTUIND, providing the most
unusual cargo evér carried aboard' 'th ship. 'The two preserved seals.,,
exhumed in the McMurdo Sound area and estimated to have been encased.'
.in ice from 1600 to 2600 years, are presumed to have died from lack
of food when they wandered too far inland. The Texas-bound seals are
part of the limited number of such animals removed each year for advanced
research work and for various museums.
Your editors cannot but help wonder what exotic cargo the EASTUIND
-. ... or her isters will bring from the Antarctic next season.
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ARGENTINA

Ageitos, J. M.., and C. A. Meneses, 'La Funoion Educativa y Cientifioa
de un Museo Antartioc. Instituto Antartioc Argentino. 1959, 16p.,
Photos. (Contribuojon No. 32)

Carnaoho, H H., Antartida a traves do sus Faunas y Floras Fosiles.
Izistituto Antartico Argentina. 1959, ].8p., illus. (Oontribuoion
No. 29.)

Canova, D. L. A., 'La Operacion "Congeiaiento II." (Operation DEEP
FREEZE II.) Instituto Antartico Argentino. 1959, lip., chart.
(Contribuojon No. 27.)
Castellanos, Z. 1, A. do, La Presenoia deNutta1oohiton.H radesi (Roch.)

en ].a Fauna Antartica (Moll. . Poip1aoøforos). Instituto Antartico
•.Argentizo. 1959, 9p., illus. (Contribuojon No. 8.)

Consejo Internacional de tjniones Cientifioas, Boletin del S.C.A.R.,
No. 2, Mayo 1959.
Kolbe, R. G., La Operaoion lIoongeliento I.

(Operation DEEP FREEZE
I.) Instituto Antartico Argentina. 1969, lOp. (Contribuolon
No. 26.)

Novatti, B., Notas sobré un Ejemplar Albino do Pinguinde Adelia.
InstitutAntartioo Argentino. .1959, lip., photos. (Contribwcion No. 33.)
Olsaoher, 3., Observacionessebre lop esoombros do Isla Media Luna,
Shetland del Sur, InstitutoAitartioo Argentino. 1959, Sp.
(Contribuolon No. 10.)
Panzarini, ,; N. La Canipana Ante.rtioa 1952.53. Instituto Antartioo

Argentino, 1959, lip. (Contribuojon No. 24.)

Quartino, B. 3., Rooss Erüptivas do Caleta Arinonia, Isla Nelson, Shet-

land del Sur, Instituto Antart1ooArgentino:. 1959,.,26p., photos,

sketch maps. (Contribuojon No. 25.)
FRANCE

Expeditions p o1jres Franoaises, Biiilitixid" Information, No.. 04-01--601
Jan. 1960.

Sous-Cornite Antarotique Franoajs del 'Annee Geophysique Internationale,
Rapport d'Aotivite des Epet1àns Antarotiques Francaises, 19571959. June 1959, 114p., thus., tables.
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Stahl, P., Liaison . grMr ir±qre Me Terre
Adelie, Expeditions
Polaires Franoaises, Missions ?au1 .-nj1e Victor, 1958, 272p.,

illus., tables. (Expeditions Antarotiques. Resultats scientifiques no. S. 111.3,) [English and German summaries, p. 264-5.]

Tsohaen, L.,

Groenlanj 1948-19491950, A8tronOmje - nivellernent
gpdes1que sur 1'Ifldlandsjs. Nouveau caloul. Expeditions Polaires
Franoaises, Missions Paul-Emile Victor. 1959, 113p,, illus.
NEW ZEALAND

New Zealand Antarctic Society, Antarctic, Vol. 2, No. 4, Dec. 1959.
UNI TED KINGDOM
Adie, R. ITS, The Petrology of Graham Land. III. Metamorphic Rooks of
the Trinity Peninsula Series.' Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey.
1957,. 26p.,, illus., maps, tables. (Scientific Report No. 20.)
Bonner, W. N., The Introduced Reindeer of South Geora, Falkiand
Islands De p endencies Survey. 1958, 8p,, illus.,, map, tables.
(Scientific Report No. 22.)
British Glaciological Society, Ice, No. 5, Ian. 1960.
Evans, 3,, and G. M. Thomas, The Southern Auroral Zone in Geomagnetic
Longitude Sector 20°E. Reprint, Journal of Geophysical Research,
Vol. 64, No, 10, Oct. 1959, p. 1381-88, illus., tables, graphs.
Howarth, M. K., guer Jurassie and Cretaceous Ammonite Faunas o
Alexander Land and Graham Land. Falkland Islands Dependencies
Survey. 1958, 16p.,iuus., maps.. (Scientific Report No. 21.)
MaoDowall, J., Geomagnetic Activity at Halley Bay on DIsturbed Days.
Reprint, Nature, Vol. 184, 14 Nov. 1959, p. 1543-. 45, graphs.
MaoDowail, .3., A Note on the eati.n bet*eén Wind Velocity and the
Amplitude of Miorosejems on the coast of Antarctica. Reprint,
physioal Journa]. ofthe Royal AstronomióalSooiety, Vol. 29
No.4 1 1959, P. 364-8, illus.
Mansfield, A. W., The Breeding Behaviour and Reproductive Cycle of the
Weddell Seal TLept ony ohotes weddelli Lesson). Falkland Islands
Dependencies Survey, 1958, 41p., illus., tables. (Scientific
Report No. 18.)
Mansfield, A. W,,, and S. D. Glassey, Notes on Weather Analysis in the
Falkland Isl ands De pefldeflo j es L
Antarotjoa Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey. 1957 illus., tables. (Scientific Report Ho. 16.)
....
.,..
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Savours, A., The Manuscript Collection of the Scott Polar Research
Institute, Cambridge. Repri.nt.Arohives,Vql, IV No. 22,1959,
P.
Trendáll, A. F., The Geology of South Georgia - II. Falkland Islands
Dependencies Survey. ; . 1959 t .1l1us,, maps, tables. (Scientific-Report No. 190
UNITED STATES
American Polar Society, The Polar Time,No. 49, Dec. 1959.
Breokenridge, X. R , and A. H Woodcock, Effects of Wind on Insulation
of Arctic Clothing. Army Dept., Office of the Quartermaster General, Environmental Protection Section. July 1950, 41p., photos,
tables, graphs. (Report No. 164.)
Cornmere Dept., Office of Technical Services, Information on Soviet Bloc
International Geophysical Cooperation - 1960, Nos. 100 through 104.
B 131632 series.)
Geological Sürvey, Tabulation of Antarctic Maps. March. 1959, 29p.
(U. S. and foreign.)
1.

Hitch, R. D., Flexural Strénth of Clear Lake Ice. July 1959, 8p.,
illus., tables, (SIPRE Technical Report 65.)
IGY World Data Center A, Interim Cat1ogue of Data in IGY World Data
Center A. National Academy of Sciences. 30 Nov. 1959, 169p,
(IGY General Report Series No. 7.)
IGY World Data Center A: Glaciology (Amer. Gqg. $oc.), G1aco1oioa1
Notes, No. 1, Jan. 1960.
MacDoxiald, 3., Scientists Unlock Secrets of Antarctica
Aviation Mows, Feb. 1960,'p. 20-23, hqtos...,

In Naval

National Academy of Sciences, IGY Bulletin, No. 31, Jan 1960
National Academy of Sciences, Planet ]3arth. .1958, 43p., illus. (Brief
introduction to the earth sciences, designed for use in schools.)
Naval War College, .Turisdiotlon over Polar Areas. 22 Nov. 1937, 101p.,
maps. [Thermo-fax copy.)
Odishaw, H., International Geophysics Committee. Rsriit, Transactions
of the American Geophysical Union,Deo. 1959, 6p.
Office of Naval Research, Naval Researq.h Reviews, Jan 1960
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Ronne Antarctic Researoki.Expedition 1 Geomorphology of Marguerite Bay,
Palmer Peninsula, Antarctica. Navy Dept., Office of Naval Research. N.D., 151p., illus. (Technical Report No. 12.) (reprod.cy,

Ronne Antarctic Research Expedition, Preliminary Rport on the Geology

of the Marguerite Bay Area, Antarctica. Navy Dept., Office of
Naval Research, [1948], 5p. (Technical Report No. 6.) [Thermo..fax cy.]

Ruttenberg, S., ed. &
United States Program for International
Geophysical Cooperation 1959. National Academy of Sciences, IGY
World Data Center A. 15 Sept. 1959, 69p. (laY General Report
Series No., 6.1
Ruttenberg, S., ed. & comp., United States Progra for the International
Geophysical Year, 1957 .48, National Academy of Soienoes,IGY World
Data Center A. 1 Sept. 1959, 90p. (IGY General Report Series
No. 5.)
Special Libraries Association, Geography and Map Division Bulletin,

No. 38, Dec. 1959.
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ADDITIONS TO THE MAP COLLECTION
AUSTRALIA
Australian National Antarctic Research Expedition, 1959.
(Track charts with soundings. Tracks of Magga Dan led by Phillip
Law, and of Thala Dan led by D. F. Styles. Scale 1:1,000,000 at
65 0 south latitude.]
1. 65 6 to 80 0 E, 65 0 to 700 S (with inset of Prydz Bay area in
vicinity of Mawson)
2. 79° to 94°E, 63° to 67°8
3. 108° to 123°E, 65 0 to 680S
4. 124° to 1480 E, 600 to 65°S (2 charts)
5. 132° to 160°E, 650 to 70°S (5 charts)
BELGIUM
Belgian Antarctic Expedition, 1957-1958.
(Black and white reproductions only.)
1. Princess Ragnhi].d Coast. Scale 1:200 9 000 at 71°S (Polar
Stereographic Projection). [23040* to 26°40 1 E, 69°50' to
700501S]
2. Monte Belgice.. Scale 1:50,000 at 71°S (Polar Stereographio
Projection). (50° 50' to 51 0 50 1 E, 720 19' to 720401S)

SOVIET UNION
Hydrographic Office of the USSR.
(Available for official use only.)
1. Antarctica [outline plotting], No. 334. Scale 1:17,0001000
at 70°S
2. Antarctica: Pacific, South American, African, Australian
sectors (plotting), No. 333, I-IV. Scale 1:7,000,000 at 7008
3, Antarctica: Atlantic, Indian sectors [plotting, 90°W-140°E),
Nos. 338, 339. Scale 1:7,250,000 at 60°S
4. Antarctica: Pacific sector [plotting, 135 0 E-60 0 W], No. 340.
Scale 1:8,000,000 at 6005
5. Antarctica: Pacific, Indian sectors [plotting, 0-180°E,
90°-180°w), Nos. 336, 337. Scale 1:12,000,000 at 700S
6, Antarctica [5 sheets covering area between 0 0 -180 0 E and 450_
70°S), Nos. 5992, 5993, 5994, 5995, 5996. Scale 1:2,500,000
at 60°S
7. Antarctica [Palmer Peninsula and Drake Passage area between
19 0 -72°W and 510_6903), Nos. 146, 169. Scale 1:3,500,000 at
4008
8. Coastal charts [covering area between Prince Olav Coast to
Budd Coast, WE to 113°E, with soundings and heights], Nos.
5594, 5595, 5596 1 5597, 5598, 5599, 5997, 5998, 5999. Scale
1:500,000 at 660S
9. Mirny Road [centered on 32°3, 92°58'42'E], No. 5985. Scale
1:10,000

Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Soviet Committee on Antarctic Research.
Summary Map of Soviet Research Operations, 1955-59 (hand-drawn map

of flight, traverse, and ship operations; aerial photography; station and ground control sites]. Scale 1:15,000,000 at 7003
UNITED STATES
Air Force.
Global Navigation and Planning Chart: Antarctica, GNC26N, 1st
edition. Scale 1:5,000,000 (Transverse Mercator Projection)
Navy Hydrographic office.
1. Antarctic Plotting Chart, HO 16892-1, 1st edition, October
1959. Scale 1:15,000,000 (Stereographic Polar Projection)
2. Antarctic Plotting Chart, HO 16892-2, 1st edition, October
1959. Scale 1:5,000,000 (Stereographic Polar Projection).
[1300 to 160°W, 450 to 78°8)
3. Antarctic Plotting Chart, HO 16892-3, 1st edition, October
1959. Scale 1:5,000,000 (Stereographic Polar Projection).
[600 to 130017 9 450 to 78°S)
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4.

Antarctic Area Stations: DEEP FREEZE 60, HO 16429, 6th
edition, 28 September 1959. Scale 1:11,250,000 (Azimuthal
Equidistant Projection)
5. Antarotlo Area Stations: DEEP FREEZE 60, HO 16429A, 7th
edition, 28 September 1959. Scale 1:19,279,413 (Azimuthal
Equidistant Projection)
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